
How to Make an Audiogram in Headliner



Audiogram Walk-Through in Headliner
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While audiogram had everything on 

one page, the easiest way to make an 

audiogram in headliner is to use the 

wizard. Each option here on the left is 

covered.

Note, there are two options which are 

not currently in headliner (clipping 

audio after uploaded, and setting the 

background color instead of using an 

image).  Neither were used much so 

we dropped support for them.
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Headliner
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The easiest way to get started is select Audiogram



Headliner Audiogram Wizard Step 1
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From there, you will be brought into a wizard that will get you through the rest of 

the audiogram steps.  First upload your audio just like before

A Corresponds to Audiogram uploading of audio



Headliner Audiogram Wizard Step 2
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Select aspect ratio (exact resolution now handled on export setting later)

B Corresponds to part of Audiogram Video Size



Headliner Audiogram Wizard Step 3
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All remaining options besides text are handled on this screen
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Step 3 Wave Color
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Opacity (E) handled inside the color options

E



Step 3 Image
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Images (G) are handled similarly, but allowing zoom is off by default.  Note, setting a 

background color instead of image is no longer supported

F



Progressing into the Editor
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We upload the audio once you finish and by default transcribe it, so it will take a 

bit longer than audiogram to process



The Editor
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Once in the editor, you can make as many changes as you want and preview 

before you export



The Editor – Adding Text
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To add elements click the plus on the respective track

Corresponds to Text CaptionsH



The Editor – Adding Text
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Use pre-set STYLES or manually select CUSTOM text options.  Additionally you 

can add transitions



Export
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Select “Video Size” to select exact resolutions.  Also you can add a transparent 

PNG overlay, plus intro and outro MP4 videos.  Finally no queuing and you will 

be emailed a link to the complete video (but keep the browser tab open).

Video Size corresponds part of 
Audiogram Video Size
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